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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
Education & Healthcare:
I am a teacher and I am concerned about Jason
Kenney's priorities. The UCP party's lack of
support for nurses and healthcare workers
during this pandemic has been appalling. This
would be a priority more through the lens of
advocacy on behalf of Medicine Hat than
actually being able to enact change via local
policy. However, I still think it's important.

Social Services & Programs:
I would really like to continue to see a robust community housing program along with a
community wide trauma informed, harm reduction strategy for those who suffer with addictions.

Recreation:
I would like to see Medicine Hat continue with the same level of community engagement with
recreation development & implementation as they have with this year's Recreation Master Plan.
I would like to see Medicine Hat become more bike-able, walkable, and safe for more than just
those in cars.

Police & Fire Services:
I would like to see these services continue to be inclusive and collaborative . Our police force
has been collaborating with Medicine Hat's FNMI community, supportive of those in need in the
downtown core. I hope these initiatives continue. The Fire Department just hired their FIRST
woman - it would be great to see more inclusivity like this!

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
I think PPPs are something that need to be evaluated on a case by case basis. There is a
spectrum of how these partnerships can be implemented and each contract is different. The
impact on the community is also different based on the purpose of the contract.



I think PPPs are a TOOL that can offer options for designing, financing, maintenance, etc.
However, I do recognize that this is a risk to the community in certain circumstances. I would
likely look to research and extensive community engagement when making highly impactful
decisions about a high stake PPP.

I think the public sector provides stability, protection and safety for employees while the private
sector functions in a more flexible but higher risk capacity. I sit somewhere in the middle with
major inflexibility when it comes to the breakdown of the public model for the gain of big
business. I DO NOT believe in trickle down.

What are your priorities for transportation?
I would like to see The City mentor and promote the use of transit and environmentally
sustainable modes of transportation (e-bikes, bikes, e-scooters, walking). This really starts with
leadership setting the stage for the community. People look to those in leadership for motivation
and if nobody sitting around the table cares about healthy forms of transportation it will be hard
to engage the public. I would also like to see a connected bike transport route. Right now bike
lanes are lacking and the ones that do exist are highly impractical.

I would like to see a continued effort to make public transit accessible and environmentally
friendly. I really like the concept of text-to-ride. It's so often that I see empty buses in Medicine
Hat. We are a community.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
I am unbiased with this change. I think there are benefits and problems with both sides of the
coin.

I understand the principle behind limiting businesses and organizations from donating to a
candidate. I would only assume the idea stems from "unfair" promotion of one candidate over
another. However, if a candidate has strong connections and is being funded by those with
access to significant resources that will happen regardless.



What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our

I hope to approach housing with a Housing First - Trauma Informed - Compassion for all
practice. Our social supports and programs (especially of basic needs) are of utmost importance
to me.

I hope to work with community groups to ensure those who require housing have access.
Housing is funded by the provincial government who (currently) places little value on social
supports. When there is a gap in meeting a need for housing it's up to our Municipal
Government to get creative with taking care of people.

I did not agree with how the temporary day shelter closed abruptly last year.

I would love to see innovative use of warehouses, greenhouses, and other empty buildings for
housing, or temporary housing at minimum. We need far more unconditional shelter & social
supports in place.

I am also keen to see a tiny house community developed.

I will be meeting with Jaime Rogers soon (Medicine Hat Community Housing Society) to discuss
the current status of the MHCHS housing program and future plans for the organization.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
My belief is you can't make any big changes in any area without building a relationship first. As
important advocacy is - it's not well received when the relationship between those involved is
poor. I would start by orienting myself with my point of contact and getting to know that person
or group.

Secondly, build capacity by participating in diverse regional partnerships that could propose
changes and requests to the provincial government.

Third, get clear on the financial tolls and responsibilities as a municipality and then advocate for
our needs and gaps in funding. There are major issues right now with Healthcare and Education
(and other social supports) that need to be addressed.


